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broadcasts from Berlin's old Funkturm (tadio
tower) and its newer Fernsehturm uoited a once divided city. In the process, Berlin
emerged with a televisual landscape every bit as alluring and unique as the city itself.
\[here else could wire services, political spokesmen and television programmers of the
East and Vest compete for viewers? And where else were viewers strucnrrally
encouraged to see television with such healthy cynicism? The unique status accorded

For the last few decades, television

television iu Berlin today is nothing trew. Before Vorld

\[ar II,

the then modern

Funkturm broadcast the worl6's first regular television broadcasts to the German
public. The pioneering viewing public was small, and despite (or perhaps because of)
contact with television from March 1935 onwards, emphatically cynical.
German television began prematurely, shaped by deeply rooted economic, oational
and military forces and spurred ahead by utoPian visions and national security
interests. An array of institutions (from the Ministry of Posts-Deu*che Reichspost-to the electronics iodustry) aod individuals (engineers, military sPecialists,
ideologues) struggled to claim the position of the world's 'first' television service,
forcing in their various ways a proud announcement of primacy to mask a nearly

of 180 lines and a program day ofunder two hours [1].
Despite a first year of'regular public' broadcasting largely indistinguishable from
that which other trations called 'experimetrtal', aod despite initial jurisdictional wrangling among the Air, Post and Propaganda Ministries, steady technical and programming
advances emerged [2]. Breakthroughs in high-vacuum tube technology, the use oflarge
screen proiection, ever-increasing cable linkage of major cities, and conversion to a
441-line system resulted in visible progress, which, however, did little to placate a
public ready for the future aud dissatisfied with television's slow technical progress.
Programming advances, on the other hand, appeared in the widely publicized coverage
of the 1936 Olympic Games and a longer and an increasingly diversified program day
which included news, current events, television plays, films, variety shows, exercise
programs, etc. However, these developments, too, failed to meet public exPectations.
Not that the programming was inherently disappointing or iuePt, but rather, again, that
reality was no match for the promise of television that had circulated intensively in the
preceding decade. Besides, estimates indicate that only 200 to 1000 television receivers
were ever put into service, thus precluding widespread individuai ownership and even
a regular viewing public.
obsolete technical standard

Introduction

A peculiar Pattern of television reception characterized the German situation,
with
home consumption of broadcasts limited to a handful of critics
and party,/ministerial
functionaries, while the broader Berlin public saw television in a collective
environment. Like so much else in the mediu;n's development, the construction
of television
halls (seating between 40 to 400 peopte) reflecteda wide range of conflicting
impulses.
Elements of the party's socialist wing encouraged this strateg! until
sets were available
and affordable for all; elements within the Propaganda lrtnlstry felt that
collective
reception held clear strategic advantages over home receptionl and
elements of the

electronics industry awaited formal adaption of a a4l-line standard
before moving
ahead into mass production. Equally important, a fundamental
ambiguity existed as to
the precise definition of the medium's unique qualities, and there-fore
its mode of
distribution.
By 1939, shortly after the first orders for mass produced low-cost receivers
were
divided among the major electronics manufacturers, war intervened. one
of the central
impulses for the government's long-term funding of television research,
its military
potential, finally emerged from the shadows. Production of civilian
receivers ceased
almost as soon as it began, since the electronics manufacturers converted
to much
higher-profit military contracts. The development of television technology
continued
at an accelerated pace, but previous lurking questions about military poteintial
became
the guiding directive. High-definition (1029 lines) imaging techniqoesield
promise for
intelligence gathering applictions; miniaturized camera tichnology could
be used for
bomb, missile and torpedo guidance systems; and, even the- previously ,public,
configuration of television as entertainment could be directed to hospitalized
troops.
The earlier struggles among various constituencies to control broadcast television
notwithstanding, the war ironically opened the way for a somewhat
more auronomous
set of developments in terms of day-to-day broadcast operations. Advances
in programming variety and production values, coupled with eipansion
of service to paris
and plans for a post-war European broadcasting system) characterized
this period in
which television's public profile was barely discernible.
Although its pre-war public rarely extended beyond Berlin, and although
even
within Berlin regular viewership was circumscribed, television had been actively
promoted. Hundreds of thousands of people saw relevision through
the olympic
coverage and through the_annual broadcasting exhibitions in Berlinr-and
many more
read about it in the popular aud specialist priss. yet somehow, in
the course of the
intervening years, the existence of pre-r945 television seems iargely to
have been
forgotten.
The development of German terevision, its intertwining of private industry,
technology, divergent political,/governmental constiruencies anJ rrational myths,
all resulted
in a complex and overdetermined moment. This moment has the
to reveal not
".pr"ity the
only medium specific issues (themselves compelling), but to de*orrrtrute
interworkings of larger historical forces. That these developments have largely
slipped from
popular memory, panicularly outside of Germany where competini
national mytls
have dominated, attests to their unusual historical character.

Post-lVar Recollections: one strand ofthe past
Perhaps more than anything else, the post-war representation of
German terevision
reflects a range of material constraints: the survival of evidence, archival
division and
access, and the shifting ideological perspectives upon which inteipretations
rest. often,

n the History

of German
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these constraiats influenced one another, reinforcing the disparate patterning of
evidence in the period. Thus, the Cold Var and consequent division of Germany's
archives with the Propaganda Ministry's files for the most part located the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG), and the Ministry of Posts' files in the German
Democratic Republic (GDR) exacerbated the divergent views of television reflected
not only by these Ministries, but in the critical communities of each nation.
For heuristic purposes, the discussion that follows attempts to sketch the broad
contours of one component in the scholarship which has emerged from the FRG and
GDR on German television up to the last decade. By comparing various scholars'
accounts of Germany's failure to develop a market in consumer sector teievision
receivers, different types ofevidence and interpretations are revealed. Emphasizing the
common thrust of various researchers and extrapolatiog an over-arching research
agenda necessarily sacrifices important distinctions and nuance, bringing with it the
.irt of deformation. At the same time, however, it suggests the broad historiographic
contours of available evidence and supravening ideological contexts, revealing the
shape of historical interpretation
First, the FRG: Gerhard Goebel's classic 1953 study, Dds Ferneshen in Deutschland
bis zum Jahre 1945, stands as a rare early and respected example of an attempt to
synthesize the archival evidence of both the Post and Propaganda Ministries [3].
iespite references that overlap with much subsequent German Democratic Republic
scholarship, Goebel uses the material primarily for its technological data rather than
for its organizational implications like many other Vestern scholars of the period.
After close investigation of the patent record, trade journals, technical reports and
interviews, Goebel, himself a former high-ranking Postal official, traces the evoiution
of German television technology. Although this wide-ranging overview includes
program scheduling and analysis, and suggests the economic contours of the industry,
Lis orientation generally coincides with the technical interests of the Ministry of Posts.
Apparently with only limited access to archives or internai paperwork, Goebel's
remarkable effort is grounded in his own position as an informed iusider together with
exhaustive use of available evidence. Thus, as a measure of the Ministry of Posts
legitimate realm of concerns, Goebel's influential work suggests the centrality of
teihnological evolution-invention, modification and refinement-as the factor primarily responsible for Germany's delay in mass producing receivers'
Heinz pohle,s 1956 study and Vinfried Lerg's 1967 analysis both tended to rely on
periodicals and public record, like Goebel, with minimal access to archival sources [4].
Thus, for example, both of them mis-read the eveots surrounding the 1935 jurisdictional disputes which resulted in the Air Ministry's temporary control of television.
Perhaps more significantly, by relyiag on German periodical literature they replicate
the perspective of the Propaganda Ministry. Putting the hyperbolic tone of the
propaganda Ministry together with the realities of television's technical development,
they argue that the delay in home receivers emerged from the industry's Premature
starr-up in 1935. By moving ahead too sootr at the behest of the Propaganda Ministry,
industry actually set itselfback, never to recover. Both authors hint at the Propaganda
Ministry's subversion of capitalist interests, but neither cites specific evidence.
Archival material available in the FRG tends to confirm this perspective. The
propaganda Ministry files deal most tangibly with television, but given the division of
resfonsibility for television, aud the evident conflicts of interests established by 1935,
thii perspective provides but one piece of a complicated matrix of concerns. Fortunately for the ideological views of some historians, the Propaganda Ministry's records

Introduction to the Histury of German

indicate a concern with 'persuasion' in pSogramming that reinforces the notion of a
'seizure' of power. Although evidence is certainly available to counter this position
(copies of selected Ministry of Posts correspondence to the Finance Office or
Chancellery, for instance), the Post Ministry's 'corPorate' Perspective and responsiveness remain only marginally represented.
By contrast, efforts emerging from the GDR as exemplified by the scholarship of
Manfred Hempel have produced work heavily based on the Ministry of Posts archives,
with results dramatically at odds with those of scholars in the FRG [5]. Through the
Ministry of Posts, Hempel has access to the day-to-day inter-workings of state and
corporate constituencies, permitting a focus on the history of multinational investment,
inter-iudustry battles and the process of industrial-state coordination. Hempel ac-

counts for early German television's failure to attract a public in part by documenting
the infighting between Telefunken and Fernseh, AG (and their respective multinational backers), compounded by both companies' rapid abandonment of low-cost
television developments for much higher profit military production.
Thus, the explanation for maintaining full-scale television research and development
(despite dropping the consumer market), together with the rapid technological expansion to related technologies, appears in terms of corporate profit. Hempel's argument
comes from the evidence available in the GDR; the same argument would be difficult
to mount with access only to the Propaganda Ministry files,
Since the late 1970s, shifts in focus and methodology have partially blurred these
different (aod heuristically hyperbolized) orientations. Erwin Reiss's work, particularly
in its treatment ofthe role played by monopoly capital, helped to circulate an analysis
similar to Hempel's in the FRG [6]. Thanks to the efforts of individuals in the FRG
such as Angsar Diller, Knut Hickethier, Friedrich Kahlenberg, Arnulf Kutsch,
Vinfried Lerg, Heide Riedel, Kurt Vagenfiihr and Siegfried Zielinski, and groups
such as rhe Studienkreis Rundfunk und Geschichte, closer attention has been directed to
issues such as programming, relations between television and film, and close textual
analysis in those few cases where texts exist. In the GDR, Hempel has continued to
erpand his research itrterests, and has been actively involved in oral history Proiects
with, among others, Manfred von Ardenne. Together with colleagues such as Peter
Hoff, and orgaoizations such as the Geschithtskommission des Femsehens der DDR" the
research agenda has broadened substantially.
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coupled with inter-ministerial disputes, all overlaid by the often contradictory interests
of the Party and individual national and multinational corporations, have produced a
highly diversified and complex evidence base.
Several factors further skew researchers' access to the evidence. First, multinational
corporate involvement, often masked as national for protective reasons (particularly
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in the
immediate post-war period served corporate interests: consolidating markets, updating
patent pools and locating new specialists. The rapid emergence of the Cold War, and
the rapid re-establishment of old Allied-Axis corporate ties and rehabilitation of many
Nazi collaborators, further complicated the picture. But more than anything else, the
division of the archives along ministerial lines, particularly given television's developme[t in Germany, accounts for the character of the post-war research effort. The
division, of course, seems fortunate for ideologues of all persuasions, spanning visions
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part because of its early date, simply uses television as a means of distribution and
exhibition; its signifying practices remain embedded in film.
Issues of reception include the conditions through which audiences develop their
horizon of expectations, responses of these various audiences, as well the processes by
which they are historically inscribed. A comprehensive view is rendered somewhat
difficult because of the surviving evidence. Media history generally suffers from the
valorization and consequent survival of institutionalized responses-the views represented in newspapers, trade journals, corporate and governmental records-usually at
the expense of the unsystematic, unarchived, atomized responses ofindividual viewers
[7]. One result ofthis bias is that broad social phenomena become separated from the
array of perceptions they manifest. Thus, while one might marshall relatively accessible evidence regarding television receiver manufacture and sales, the broader social
determinants of that production and market demand might be overlooked, encouraging
an argument that focuses on corporate discourse and policy, and ignores the significant
issue ofwhether or not the public even wanted television.
The early history of television, particularly in relation to its utopian character and in
contrast to other'new' media such as radio and film, does much to explain its failure to
attract a public in Germauy. Monika Elsner, Thomas Mtiller & Peter M. Spangenberg's anicle addresses the construction and history of a mentality by exploring the
conceptions of television which circulated in the early twentieth century. The diversity
and intensity ofexpectations played into the electronic industry's hands, and subverted
the impact of that iudustry's breakthroughs. For many, the realities of broadcast

television had

little in common with the anticipated visions of the medium.

As

Hickethier's essay demonstrates, in a different context, both for elements of the public
and the television industry, the identity of television as a distinct medium emerged at
the center of the debate. Elsner, Miiller & Spangenberg address the ideotity issues as
part of the larger conditions of reception, using a provocative analytic frame and wide
ranging evidence base.
Kerstin Kdhntopp & Siegfried Zielinski's detailed structural examination of a key
broadcasting journal, Der Deutsche Rundfunk, provides documentation of television's
week-by-week undulations in an informed community's reception. Their contribution
of a complete bibliography of television related articles for the run ( 1923-1941) of this
major German broadcasting journal is a remarkably valuable aid to researchers in the
area. But perhaps more importantly, it documents a complete strand in the web of
determinants constituting television's reception. Both the cast given particular issues
(discoveries, experiments, foreign cooperation/competiton, etc.), and the broader
pattern of their presence and absence as issues, constitute valuable evidence in the
construction of a particular cultural moment. The bibliography will be found in the
microfiche supplement within the rear cover.
One of the recurrent issues of early German television, and one which has
reappeared in the iutervening years, is that of the 'German television legend'. Peter
Hoff discusses this legend, which asserts among other things, that television was
invented in Germany thanks to the patents issued to Paul Nipkow in 1884. The legend
is complicated by other components such as the 'peaceful' intentions of the state with
regard to its use, as demonstrated at the 1936 Olympics. This rhetoric ignored the
obvious multi-national web of patents, licencing, and the fact that 'German' Olympic
coverage served as a front for RCA (Telefunken) and Baird/Farnsworth (Fernseh,
AG). And, it ignored the clear military dimension of television's research and
development. Hoff points out that these assertions typified the propagandistic strategy
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Man is ..Zum Sehen geboren, zum Schauen bestellt,, [4]
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